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Shared Driving Control between Human and Autonomous Driving
System via Conflict resolution using Non-Cooperative Game Theory

Shriram C Jugade1, Alessandro C Victorino2, Véronique B Cherfaoui1

Abstract— Shared driving control between human driver and
autonomous driving system (AutoSys) is very significant with
respect to its contribution to the field of ADAS. In this paper,
we present a shared driving methodology through the fusion
of the individual driving inputs of human driver and AutoSys,
which computes the final driving input for the vehicle. This
is achieved through the conflict resolution between the two
drivers using non-cooperative game theory. The methodology
of the fusion process is based on some features like driving
decision admissibility (related to collision risk assessment), fu-
ture predictions of driving profiles, individual driving intentions
comparison (based on a similarity measure method) that are
described in the article. A two player non-cooperative game is
defined incorporating the driving admissibility and intentions.
Conflict resolution is achieved through an optimal bargaining
solution given by Nash Equilibrium. The validation is carried
out on a driving simulator integrated with the softwares like
IPG CarMaker and Simulink. The results for various driving
scenarios are presented.

Index Terms— Shared driving, ADAS, non-cooperative game,
Nash equilibrium, conflict resolution, human driving behavior,
autonomous driving system, intelligent vehicles

I. INTRODUCTION

The field of ADAS has been continuously evolving for
the better and safer driving experience. The key objective
for the development of ADAS functionalities is to assist
human driver. Some of the major ADAS functionalities
include emergency braking system, anti-lock braking sys-
tem, lane departure warning/prevention, lane change assist
etc. Currently, the road map for the future developments
is targeted to have fully autonomous/self-driving vehicles.
Different levels of autonomy, according to the American
SAE J3016 standard, (L0 for Manual Driving to L5 for
full autonomous driving with no human driving controls) are
designed to help with a consistent and effective development
of fully autonomous vehicles. Most of the research is focused
in the development of L4 level of autonomy (full autonomy
with human driving controls). Human drivers are still going
to play an important part from an overall performance aspect.
Hence, one important issue still exist i.e. How will the
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transition between manual driving mode and autonomous
driving mode take place? Also, the autonomous vehicles
encounters various driving issues and need to be resolved
with the help of human driver. One of the approach to address
these issues is shared driving control.

There have been several approaches for the shared driving
control in the past researches. In [1], shared control is
achieved through the design of safe trajectories based on the
preferred velocity of the human driver. The lateral dynamics
of the vehicle play an important safety role in various driving
scenarios. To assist the human driver in the vehicle steering,
shared steering control is developed using haptic feedback
([2], [3], [4], [8]). The haptic feedback creates an intervention
in the human control actions for the necessary correction
which also prevents the human driver to express his driving
actions independently. Shared driving can be applied to both
pedal and steering inputs in the process of generalization as
shown in [11]. In some cases, the shared driving is focused
on specific situations like road departure prevention ([14]),
braking scenarios in the presence of pedestrians ([15]) etc.

There have been various methods presented in the past
researches to develop shared control. Since both human
driver and autonomous driving system (AutoSys) are in-
volved in the shared control, differential game approach is
used ([5]). In these methods, the human driver is expected to
behave cooperatively with the AutoSys. There can be various
conflict situations arising if the human driver behavior is
independent. Similarly, different control approaches have
been used such as model predictive control and its variants
([10], [12]), fuzzy control ([13]). These approaches have a
high dependency on the vehicle model (linear/nonlinear) for
the decision making.

Human interaction with AutoSys is modeled in [6] to
improve the performance. Shared driving is also viewed as
an multi-agent system. In [7], two human drivers have been
included to explore the concept. Shared driving approaches
are subjective in nature. It can also be realized through the
traded/switching control between human and AutoSys ([9]).

In this paper, we present a shared driving methodology
through the fusion of the individual driving inputs produced
from human and AutoSys (Figure 1) with the following
expectations:

• Application to both longitudinal and lateral driving
• No dependency on the vehicle model
• Decision making approach instead of a control approach
• Application to multiple driving scenarios
• Allowing the human driver to behave independently i.e.

no intervention through haptic feedback



The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the framework and model architecture of the shared
driving control methodology along with the description of
various sub-systems and their respective functionalities. Sec-
tion III presents the development of the fusion system with
respect to the model architecture. Section IV presents the
integrated closed loop validation strategy, setup and results.
Section V presents the conclusion based on the methodology
and results.

Fig. 1. The presented methodology creates a continuous control authority
scale between the human driver and AutoSys. An example of control
authority division using fusion system.

II. SHARED DRIVING STRATEGY: MODELING
ASPECTS

Fig. 2. Global Methodology for Shared Driving

Fig. 2 presents the global methodology for the shared
driving control using fusion system. Fusion system indi-
vidually doesn’t need the driving intelligence. It relies on
the driving inputs from human and intelligent system. From
the point of view of vehicle control, the fusion system is
considered to be the high level controller. A separate low
level controller is required for the tracking purpose. Hence,
the presented fusion methodology is independent of vehicle
dynamics/model. The fusion system consists of various sub-
systems each performing a specific function, as described in
the next sub-sections.

A. Driving Decision Admissibility
The individual driving inputs need to be assessed for their

admissibility/acceptability with respect to the collision risk,
road departure prevention etc using vehicle and environment
states. The environmental state is obtained through the oc-
cupancy grid map formed from the LIDAR and Camera
sensor data. The sensor measurement noise creates uncer-
tainty about the environment which is propagated in the

admissibility. Hence, instead of assessing the driving input in
the binary form (admissible/inadmissible), a degree of belief
of decision admissibility (0-100%) is calculated using belief
function theory. This uncertainty can also be seen as the level
of confidence in the decision with respect to its admissibility.
The detailed methodology developed in our past research is
presented in [16].

B. Driving Behavior Prediction

For blending the current driving inputs, it is important to
consider the driving intention. The final driving command
is computed by looking into the future driving behavior of
human and intelligent system. For this purpose, predictive
models based on neural network are used. The model predicts
the future behavior over a time horizon of 2-4 secs by con-
sidering the current and past states of environment, vehicle
and driver. The model outputs the future profiles of intended
vehicle speed and steering wheel angle. Separate model
with the same architecture were trained using the driving
data of both human and intelligent system. The detailed
methodology developed in our past research is presented in
[17].

C. Decision Maker

The driving decision admissibility and the predicted driv-
ing behaviors are passed to the decision maker for the
computation of final driving command. This sub-function is
the main contribution of the this paper. This algorithm is
based on a non-cooperative game theory to find a bargaining
solution between the human and intelligent system for con-
flict resolution, as explained in details in the next sections.

III. DECISION MAKING

This section presents the shared control strategy used
by the decision maker for the computing the final driving
command.

A. Fusion via Conflict Resolution

Human and AutoSys have different control strategies i.e.
their intended state trajectories of the plant are different. This
can be viewed as a conflict between human and AutoSys. The
fusion system needs to quantify it and consider this conflict
for its function. Hence, we define conflict at a given time
instant as the difference between individual control inputs: if
u1(t) and u2(t) are the control inputs of human and AutoSys
respectively then, the conflict is given as:

Conflict(t) = u1(t)− u2(t) (1)

The overall system consisting of human, AutoSys, fusion
system and the vehicle is a closed loop. Hence, given a
nonzero initial conflict, the goal of the shared control strategy
is to regulate the conflict state value by finding a bargaining
solution (final driving command).



B. Driving Intention Comparison using Similarity Measure

The conflict between the human and AutoSys can be
resolved if and only if their intentions are similar. For
example, consider that the human driver intends to go straight
while the AutoSys intends to turn right. In this case the
driving intentions are completely different. The dissimilarity
between the driving intentions may also arise because of the
driving inadmissibility of one of the drivers. For example, in
a given driving scenario, human may have failed to detect
an obstacle but the AutoSys may have detected. In this
case, the individual actions shall create dissimilarity between
the driving intentions. This aspect will be reflected in the
individual degrees of admissibility.

The predicted driving input profiles represent the driving
intention. We define a similarity measure for comparing
the profiles of human and AutoSys thus giving the degree
of similarity between the individual driving intentions. The
predicted profiles can be considered as input trajectories for
the purpose of comparison. The shape of these trajectories
defines the driving intention. The presented similarity mea-
sure gives the degree of shape similarity.

Fig. 3 show sample vehicle speed profiles (predicted)
for a given braking scenario. These speed profiles can be
represented by the coefficients obtained from the 2nd order
polynomial regression. Thus, the similarity of the profiles
is transformed to the similarity of their respective scaled
polynomial coefficients represented as Cartesian coordinates
on a 2D plane as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Sample predicted vehicle speed profiles

Fig. 4. Scaled coefficients of polynomial regression of vehicle speed
profiles in Fig. 3

The similarity measure between the predicted trajectories
is inversely proportional to the Euclidean distance between
the respective points on the 2D plane. The similarity measure
between two trajectories is given by:

Sim(T1, T2) =
1

1 + α ∗ Ed
(2)

where Ed is the Euclidean distance and alpha is the
scaling factor (0.01). It is evident from the Fig. 4 that the
similarity between the profiles (red and blue) is higher than
that between the profiles (red/blue and yellow).

C. Conflict Resolution via Non-Cooperative Game
We define a non-cooperative game between the drivers

using their respective predicted driving intentions and admis-
sibility for the conflict resolution. The bargaining solution to
this non-cooperative game forms the final driving command
for the vehicle.

1) Loss Utility Function: The final driving command
can be viewed as a deviation from the individual driving
commands of human and AutoSys. Depending on the amount
of deviation, the drivers will have some degree of acceptabil-
ity/resistance towards the final driving decision.

The resistance towards final driving decision can be repre-
sented by a loss utility function. This is dependent on various
factors like environmental state, driving skills, individual etc.
which makes it very subjective. One approach is to consider
the loss utility function completely random but it can be
generalized under the assumption that the resistance and the
rate of resistance increases as the deviation between the
individual driving intention and the final driving intention
increases. With respect to this assumption, the loss utility
function is considered to be paraboloid as shown in the Fig.
5.

Fig. 5. Sample Loss Utility function

2) Non-Cooperative Game using Loss Utilities: Consider
the Fig. 3 containing individual driving intentions (predicted)
along with their respective loss utility functions. The final
driving command (for e.g. intended vehicle speed) is calcu-
lated from the final driving decision profile (for e.g. intended
vehicle speed profile), selected on the 2D plane (Fig. 4). The
conflict between the two drivers is directly proportional to the
absolute difference between the respective loss utility values.
We define a non-cooperative game assuming the case where
both the drivers are given a choice to select the final driving
decision/intention. Hence, the tendency of both the drivers
will be to select their individual driving intentions (original).



Let x1 and x2 be the respective selections. Consider
L1() and L2() as the loss utility functions of both the
drivers. The difference in loss utility for the selection x1
is δL(x1) = |L1(x1)−L2(x1)| and that for x2 is δL(x2) =
|L1(x2)−L2(x2)|. The optimal selection of the final driving
decision/intention with respect to this non-cooperative game
is decided by

min(δL(x1), δL(x2)) (3)

The conflict of the final driving decision is directly pro-
portional to the difference in the loss utility for that decision
i.e.

Conflict(x) ∝ δL(x) (4)

Hence, winning the non-cooperative game is equivalent to
minimizing or resolving the conflict. Given the conditions of
the game, the strategy of each player would be to select the
Nash equilibrium to maximize the chances of winning i.e.
the Nash equilibrium is the bargaining solution between the
two drivers ([17]). In this case, the Nash equilibrium is the
driving decision corresponding to the intersection of the loss
utility functions of the drivers.

The predicted driving decision profile (for e.g. predicted
vehicle speed profile) is represented as a point on the 2D
Cartesian coordinate plane. Given the predicted decision
profile of both the drivers, the Nash equilibrium solution
will lie on the line segment joining these points. Hence, the
projection of the loss utility function (of both drivers) onto
the 2D plane (passing through this line segment) is sufficient
for finding the Nash equilibrium solution. An example is
shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Finding Nash Equilibrium. (a) The predicted speed profiles
(intended) of human driver (Blue) and AutoSys (Red), (b) Mapping the
profiles on the 2D plane using polynomial regression coefficients, (c) Loss
utility functions (projections) with respect to the line segment and the Nash
Equilibrium (intersection of the functions), (d) The final driving decision
(vehicle speed) profile corresponding to the Nash Equilibrium

3) Incorporating Decision Admissibility: The non-
cooperative game can also be viewed as a negotiation. The
bargaining solution depends on the ability of each player
to negotiate. Since the loss utility function represents the
resistance to change, it can also be viewed from the point
of view of willingness for negotiation. For e.g. if the shape
of the utility function is large, then the resistance to change
is lesser i.e. the player/driver is more willing to negotiate
for the change in driving decision. This can be correlated
to the degree of driving decision admissibility i.e. lower the
degree of admissibility, lesser is the resistance to change.
Thus, the shape (steepness) of the paraboloid (loss function)
is correlated to the degree of driving decision admissibility.

Consider the example shown in Fig. 6. In this case, we
will assume the degree of decision admissibility of one of
the driver to be lower. The fusion of the driving inputs in
such case is shown in Fig. 7. The individual driving decision
with higher degree of admissibility is given more preference
during the fusion process.

Fig. 7. Effect of decision admissibility on the Nash Equilibrium (a) Loss
utility functions (projections) for both human driver (Blue) and AutoSys
(Red). The loss utility function of the human driver is less steep due
to the lower admissibility (b) Predicted speed profiles for human driver
(Blue) and AutoSys (Red) along with final speed profile corresponding to
Nash equilibrium, (c) Loss utility functions (projections) for both human
driver (Blue) and AutoSys (Red). The loss utility function of the AutoSys
is less steep due to the lower admissibility, (d) Predicted speed profiles
for human driver (Blue) and AutoSys (Red) along with final speed profile
corresponding to Nash equilibrium.

Similarly, the above fusion methodology can be extended
and applied to the steering wheel angle profiles (predicted).
Thus, the final fusion output is given in the vector form
including final intended vehicle speed and steering wheel
angle.

4) Incorporating Individual Driving Intentions: The
predictive models provide the speed and steering angle pro-
files for both human driver and AutoSys which are mapped to
a 2D plane using quadratic polynomial regression coefficients
(scaled). These mappings are considered as the quantification
of individual driving intentions. Given the driving decision



admissibility of both human driver and AutoSys are high
(≥70), the fusion methodology mentioned in the previous
subsections is compatible if and only if the driving intentions
are similar. Hence, a lower threshold with respect to the
similarity measure is considered for matching the driving
intentions. If the similarity value is lower than the threshold,
then the driving intentions are considered to be different and
the fusion is not compatible. In such a case, the fusion system
follows the human driving inputs i.e. becomes human centric.
The lower threshold is tunable and considered to be 60% for
the validation purposes.

5) Feedback to the Human Driver: The final driving
input (pedals,steering) may be different than that of the
human driver. This difference may confuse the driver or
create a panic situation. Hence, it is necessary to inform
the human driver about the driving input deviation. The
parameters fed back to the human driver are driving decision
admissibility, intended speed of human driver, intended speed
of fusion system (actual vehicle speed), steering wheel angle
inputs of human driver and fusion system.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The validation of the shared driving is carried out over
both longitudinal and lateral navigation control. The driving
scenarios are categorized with respect to different aspects as
shown in the table below. The categorization of the decision
admissibility (High/Low) is only for the explanation purpose
but is considered continuous during calculations.

Type Human Driver Auto Sys Driving
Admissibility Admissibility Intentions

A high high match
B high high mismatch
C high low mismatch
D low high mismatch

A. Driving Scenarios

For the purpose of validation, driving scenarios for the
categories A, B, C and D are designed as shown in Figures
8, 10, 11, 12 respectively.

Fig. 8. Driving Scenario Type A: Sharp turn. The driving intentions of
human driver and autosys match but the nature of vehicle trajectory differs.
Individual driving inputs are admissible.

Fig. 9. Driving Scenario 2 Type A: Lane Change. The driving intentions of
human driver and autosys match but the nature of vehicle trajectory differs.
Individual driving inputs are admissible.

Fig. 10. Driving Scenario Type B: Target Vehicle encounters a rolling
ball but the child is not visible. Human driver decelerates the vehicle to
avoid probable collision, while the Auto Sys continues with the same speed.
Individual driving inputs are admissible but the driving intentions do not
match.

Fig. 11. Driving Scenario Type C: Stationary vehicle (in blue) suddenly
sets in motion. Human driver interprets the situation pro actively and applies
brakes to avoid collision (admissible decision). Auto Sys initially does not
track the stationary vehicle and continues with the same speed (inadmissible
decision)



Fig. 12. Driving Scenario Type D: Highway Driving. Human driver
tries to change the lane having another vehicle leading to lateral collision
(inadmissible decision). Auto Sys continues to drive in the same lane
(admissible decision)

B. Experimental Setup

The validation of the presented shared control strategy
is carried out on a driving simulator setup integrated with
the software IPG CarMaker and Simulink. The integra-
tion schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 13. All the
subsystems are modeled in Matlab/Simulink. The Simulink
model receives the human inputs from the driving setup.
The fusion system uses autonomous driving system inbuilt
in IPG CarMaker. The block diagram of the shared driving
control process implemented in the Simulink model is shown
in Figure 14.

The pedal inputs from the human driver and AutoSys are
converted to speed inputs termed as intended speed. The
intended speed profiles and the final vehicle speed profile
(from fusion system) may differ. At any given time instant,
the human driver or AutoSys may want to jump to the final
vehicle speed profile from their respective intended speed
profile. For such cases, the human driver or AutoSys can stop
giving pedal inputs momentarily. This is an add-on provision
in the test setup. Therefore, transients can be expected in the
intended speed profiles. Since these individual speed profiles
are not directly executed on the vehicle but just serve as
inputs for the fusion, they can be considered realistic.

Fig. 13. Shared Control Strategy Validation Setup

Fig. 14. Block Diagram of Shared Driving Control Implementation

C. Experimental Results and Analysis

The driving inputs fusion is done with respect to individual
decision admissibilities and driving intention similarity. With
respect to the driving safety, the decision admissibility has
higher priority than the driving intentions.

The validation results related to Scenario type A (Fig.
8) are shown in Fig. 15, 16 and 17. Both the driving
inputs are admissible throughout the scenario and the fusion
is done with respect to the individual driving intentions
during different phases of the scenario. Till T=25 secs, the
conflict value is very low. At T≥25 secs, the conflict starts
to increase and again decreases at T=31 secs. The fusion
of the driving inputs takes place based on the similarity
of driving intentions. Thus whenever, the difference in the
driving intention. Thus, the human driving profile is refined
and improved using that of AutoSys. The validation results
related to Scenario 2 type A (Fig. 9) are shown in Fig. 18,
19, 20. Similar to the earlier scenario, the human driving
profile is refined and improved using that of AutoSys. The
fusion of the driving inputs (speed and steering wheel angle)
result in the fusion of the intended vehicle trajectories.

The validation results related to Scenario type B (Fig.
10) are shown in Fig. 21 and 22. As seen in Fig. 22, the
individual driving actions are admissible but the driving
intentions are different (Fig. 21). Hence, the fusion system
gives more preference to the human driver (human-centric).
In such critical scenarios, it is always safe to follow human
driver. In Fig. 21, the individual speed profiles are same
till T=1 sec and then start differing but the fusion system
smoothly follows the human driver without any transients.
This phenomenon is seen because of the consideration of
future driving behavior predictions during decision making.

The validation results related to Scenario type C (Fig. 11)
are shown in Fig. 23 and 24. In this scenario, just before T=8
secs, the driving actions of AutoSys become inadmissible
while that of human driver remain admissible as seen in Fig.
24. Hence, the fusion is done with more inclination towards
human driving actions to avoid collision. Also, the AutoSys
corrects its driving action at T=8 secs (Fig. 23).

The validation results related to Scenario type D (Fig. 12)
are shown in Fig. 25, 26. Till T=7.5 secs, the individual
driving intentions are similar and the fusion takes place



accordingly. For T=7.5 secs to 16 secs, the individual driving
intentions are dissimilar (similarity measure ≤ 60%) and
hence, the fusion system becomes human centric and follows
human driver. From T=7.5 secs to 16 secs, the speed profiles
of fusion system and human driver. The fusion is dependent
on the individual driving decision admissibilities. Hence,
at T=16 secs, the vehicle speed is decreased sensing the
collision risk. Thus, the fusion system smoothly brakes the
vehicle. Here, the admissibility of human driving is low and
the driving intentions do not match. Hence, the fusion system
follows AutoSys to avoid collision.

Fig. 15. Scenario Type A: Intended and Final Speed profiles

Fig. 16. Scenario Type A: Steering wheel angle profiles

Fig. 17. Scenario Type A: Intended and Final vehicle trajectory profiles

Fig. 18. Scenario 2 Type A: Intended and Final Speed profiles

Fig. 19. Scenario 2 Type A: Steering wheel angle profiles

Fig. 20. Scenario 2 Type A: Intended and Final vehicle trajectory profiles

Fig. 21. Scenario Type B: Intended and Final Speed profiles

Fig. 22. Scenario Type B: Driving decision admissibility profiles

Fig. 23. Scenario Type C: Intended and Final Speed profiles



Fig. 24. Scenario Type C: Driving decision admissibility profiles

Fig. 25. Scenario Type D: Intended and Final Speed profiles

Fig. 26. Scenario Type D: Driving decision admissibility profiles

V. CONCLUSION

The presented strategy for decision making is based on
non-cooperative game between human driver and autosys.
This game minimizes the conflict between human driver and
autosys through a bargaining solution. This solution acts
as the final driving input for the vehicle. The parameters
of this game are varied according to the individual driving
decision admissibility and driving intentions. The predicted
driving profiles (vehicle speed, steering wheel angle) are
used to derive the driving intentions. Using the presented
decision making strategy, the fusion system is not only
maintains a high degree of driving decision admissibility but
also minimizes the conflict between the human driver and
autosys.
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